North Korea ESSAY....
DUN DUN DUN……DUUUUUN!
From the Evil Ms. Hall

After examining National Geographic: Inside North Korea, answer the following
question: How does life in North Korea & its oppressive government differ from
daily life in the United States? Be sure to compare & contrast the political, economic
& social/cultural conditions found in North Korea with that of the United States.
This is an ESSAY, so I expect you to take some time with this assignment.
Typical essay structure should be employed (Five Paragraphs: Intro, Body, Conclusion).
The essay may be typed or hand written (but it must be neat/ legible if you are hand
writing it!). A hard-copy of this essay is due Tuesday 12/4, at the beginning of class.
This is an opportunity to demonstrate your writing ability (spelling/grammar), and I look
forward to reading several exquisitely crafted, thorough and analytical papers!

*I suggest taking notes on the documentary as we watch it in class
*Focus on the state of North Korean children, leader worship, political opposition, etc.
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